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1 Overview

The dielectronic recombination (DR) rates incorporated in CHIANTI have no density sensitivity,
but it is known that they will become suppressed at high density as the increased electron collisions
will de-populate the high-lying atomic levels by which DR occurs.

A formula was provided by Nikolić et al. (2013) to calculate DR suppression factors as a function
of density that could be applied to standard “zero-density” rates. The formula was updated by
Nikolić et al. (2018), and applications to solar spectra were given in Young et al. (2018) and Young
(2018).

Sect. 2 describes how new density-sensitive or pressure-sensitive “ioneq” files can be written and
used by the CHIANTI software. Sect. 3 shows how dielectronic rates are computed with the
software, and compares with the previous software. Sect. 4 gives some example results for common
ions. The Appendix gives further technical details.

2 Computing ion fraction tables

The default (zero-density) ionization equilibrium table stored in CHIANTI is called chianti.ioneq

and is created by

IDL> make_ioneq_all, outname=’chianti.ioneq’

This routine has now been modified to accept the density and pressure keywords. So, to compute
a table for a density of Ne = 1010 cm−3 and a temperature range of log T = 4.0 to 9.0 in 0.05 dex
intervals, the command is:

IDL> ltemp=findgen(101)/20.+4.0

IDL> make_ioneq_all, 10.^ltemp, outname=’chianti_d10.ioneq’, density=1e10

To compute a table for a pressure of 1015 K cm−3, the call is

IDL> ltemp=findgen(101)/20.+4.0

IDL> make_ioneq_all, 10.^ltemp, outname=’chianti_p15.ioneq’, prssure=1e15

It is recommended that you put the density and pressure values in the filenames, as they are not
stored in the files themselves.

Commonly-used routines such as gofnt and ch_synthetic allow you to specify the name of an
ioneq file through a keyword. The widget routine ch_ss allows you to choose an ioneq file through
a drop-down menu.

3 Dielectronic recombination rates

This section describes the software that returns the recombination rates for an ion. Sect. 3.1
shows the software calls prior to the introduction of DR suppression, and Sect. 3.2 shows the new
modifications.
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3.1 Software for zero-density implementation

The total (radiative + dielectronic) recombination rate is returned by the CHIANTI IDL routine
recomb_rate.pro, which is called as

IDL> rate=recomb_rate(’o_5’,temp)

where o_5 (Ov) is the recombining ion, and temp is either a scalar or a 1D temperature array.

From within recomb_rate, the DR rate is calculated with the routine ch_diel_recomb.pro, which
can also be called as a standalone routine, e.g.,

IDL> rate=ch_diel_recomb(’o_5’,temp)

3.2 Software update for DR suppression

The implementation of DR suppression is done by replacing the call to ch_diel_recomb with a call
to ch_dr_suppress. The latter can be called as a standalone routine as follows:

IDL> rate=ch_dr_suppress( ’o_5’,temp [, density=, pressure=] )

which has optional inputs for the density and pressure. If the pressure, P , is specified, then the
density, Ne is computed as Ne = P/T and the rates are computed for these densities.

If neither density or pressure are specified then the standard zero-density rates are returned.

The routine works by first calling ch_diel_recomb to get the zero-density rates, and then applying
the Nikolić et al. (2018) fitting formula.

ch_dr_suppress has optional outputs that return q0, xa and s, corresponding to the quantities
q0, xa(q, T,N) and SN (x; q, T ) in Nikolić et al. (2018)—see the Appendix for more details. The
activation density, xa, is the density at which suppression begins.

The routine recomb_rate.pro has been modified so that it calls ch_dr_suppress.pro rather than
ch_diel_recomb.pro, and the density and pressure keywords have been added.

4 Activation density and suppression factor results

A surprising feature is that the activation density for DR suppression can be very low for some
ions. Table 1 shows values for some common ions, calculated at the Tmax values for the ions. The
consequence is that the DR suppression factor, S, can be quite small even at relatively low coronal
densities. Table 1 shows values calculated at Ne = 109 cm−3.
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Table 1: Activation densities and suppression factors for common ions.

Ion log (Tmax/K) log (Ne/cm
−3) S(109 cm−3)

C iv 5.05 0.86 0.24
N ii 4.45 3.34 0.50
Ov 5.35 1.99 0.34
Nev 5.40 6.37 0.86
Mgx 6.05 5.49 0.77
Si ii 4.20 -0.21 0.16
Fe ix 5.90 8.45 0.99
Fexiii 6.25 8.12 0.98

Nikolić, D., Gorczyca, T. W., Korista, K. T., et al. 2018, ApJS, 237, 41

Young, P. R. 2018, ApJ, 855, 15

Young, P. R., Keenan, F. P., Milligan, R. O., & Peter, H. 2018, ApJ, 857, 5
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A Document history

Version 1; 15-Jun-2020.

B Technical details

A summary of the equations used by Nikolić et al. (2018) is given here. The only difference compared
to Nikolić et al. (2013) lies in the expression for the quantity A(N), which is significantly more
complex compared to Nikolić et al. (2013).

The effective DR rate coefficient is written in terms of the zero-density DR rate coefficient as

αeff
DR(ne, T, q,N) = SN (ne, T ; q)αDR(T ) (1)

where SN is the suppression factor, N is an index for the isoelectronic sequence (N = 1 for
hydrogen, N = 2 for helium, etc.) and q is the charge on the recombining ion. Setting x = log Ne,
the suppression factor is given by

SN (x, T ; q) =







1 x ≤ xa(T ; q,N)

exp

[
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(
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√
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)2
]

x ≥ xa(q, T,N)
(2)

xa is the activation density, i.e., the density above which the DR suppression applies. It is given by

xa(q, T,N) = x0a + log

[

(

q

q0(q,N)

)7( T

T0(q,N)

)1/2
]

. (3)

T0 is given by
T0(q,N) = 5× 104[q0(q,N)]2 (4)

and q0 is given by
q0(q,N) = (1−

√

2/3q)A(N)/
√
q. (5)

The specification for A(N) is rather complex and we refer the reader to Sect. 2 of Nikolić et al.
(2018). From the IDL software, the routine ch_dr_a_n computes A(N).

A modification to SN is applied for very low temperatures with the expression

SN (x, T ; q) = 1− [1− SN (x, T ; q)] × exp

(

−
ǫN (q)

10kT

)

. (6)

where ǫN (q) gives the excitation energy for the ion. The exponential term is computed in the IDL
software with the routine ch_dr_exp_eps.

C Auxiliary routines

The following routines compute quantities needed for the suppression factor.

ch dr a n: computes A(N). For some sequences A depends on q and T .
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ch dr psi: computes the function ψN , which is used for computing A(N) for N ≤ 5.

ch dr psi sec: computes the function ψN
sec, which is used for computing A(N) for N = 5, 6, 13, 14.

ch dr exp eps: computes the exponential term in Eq. 6.

ch ptable pos: given an ion, this routine identifies the position within the periodic table as a row
and column. This is used in the calculation of A(N).
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